
	
	
	
	
		
				







                  
                    
                  
                


	
	Domains
	
		
			
  Search for a domain



Find an available domain for your website.  






	
			
  Transfer a domain



Move your domain to xneelo.






	
	
			
        
          




        
        
          Step up your online presence with newly added top-level domains
        

        

        











	Hosting
	
		
			
	Web Hosting



Choose a website hosting package based on your business needs.






	
			
	Managed WordPress Hosting



Get up and running in no time with our speedy setup and free Starter Sites.






	
			
	Volume Plan



Boost your bottom line with our flat-rate Reseller plan.






	
			

  






Meet the tools we hand-picked for Managed WordPress Hosting
















	Servers
	
		
			
	Managed Servers



Dedicated servers for any size business.






	
			
	Self-Managed Servers



Manage your own server environment with full admin access.






	
			
	Colocation



A new home for your hardware in one business day.






	
			

  






1 Gbps uplink speed now available countrywide















	Insights
	
		
			
  Recent Insights



The latest xneelo news and advice to enable your business.



	
  Advice



Best-practice advice you can apply in your online business.






	
			
  News



Read the latest company news and announcements.



	
  Product Updates




Latest product and feature updates from xneelo.






	
			
  Customer Stories



Our customers are our heroes. These are their stories.



	
  Guides




Deep dive into the world of WordPress, websites, e-commerce and more with our in-depth guides.





	
			

  






Everything you need to know about phishing















	Assist
	
		
			
  Contact us



Need assistance? We’re standing by to help.






	
			
  Help Centre



Over 400 step-by-step articles provide answers to your most pressing questions.






	
			
  Network Status



Our network’s weather report.






	






	Log in
	
		
			Control Panel




	
			konsoleH




	
			Webmail




	
			


	
Introducing the xneelo Control Panel


Manage your account in our secure and easy to use control panel.


	Read more

















			

	
	

	

		


	
	
		








Hello,




our hosting is trusted by over 500 000 websites. How can we help your business today?
























Get a website Domain



from R89 per year.










Try Managed WordPress Hosting



free for 30 days then R149 per month.










Browse Web Hosting plans



from R99 per month.





















Standard features








    
      Unlimited traffic
      Free SSL certificate
      Daily backups
      Fast SSD storage
      99.9% network uptime
      24/7 award-winning support
    

    
        Unlimited traffic
        Free SSL certificate
        Daily backups
        Fast SSD storage
        99.9% network uptime
        24/7 award-winning support
    

  













Get a head start




The right domain can set your website apart.












From .africa to .xyz




Choose from the world’s most popular domains, with reduced registration available on certain extensions including .online, .site and .tech



		
			

			
			

					

	





How to choose the right one







Transfer existing domain






























Experience 24/7 support you can trust






























Average 4.7 out of 5 stars























Average 4.6 out of 5 stars























Average 4.7 out of 5 stars

























Performance-based Web Hosting




Create a powerful web presence with Web Hosting that’s fast, reliable and secure.





Browse packages


























Faster page loading speeds




Deliver web pages, images and streaming video faster both locally and internationally.





Learn more about CDN


























Unlimited traffic allowance




There is no limit to the number of visitors you can receive. Scale your website quickly, without worrying if your website can handle the increased traffic.
























Easy-to-use Control Panel




Manage your account safely and securely across any device – plus access exclusive features like Collaborators and Account Switcher.





Find out more






























Latest News & Insights




Whether you’re a small business starting out or an agency bursting at the seams, your website is in safe hands.









				
				
				
				




				
				
				
				News,Product Updates

				
				
				
				Introducing xneelo Cloud beta

				
				
				
				Read more

				

				
				
				
				
				
				




				
				
				
				News,Product Updates

				
				
				
				1 Gbps uplink speed now available countrywide

				
				
				
				Read more

				

				
				
				
				
				
				




				
				
				
				News,Product Updates

				
				
				
				Step up your online presence with newly added top-level domains

				
				
				
				Read more

				

				
				


















Managed Servers




A server to yourself




Eliminate other users competing for resources. With our Managed Server, you don’t share processing power or traffic. Focus on your projects and clients and leave the server administration to us.





See available packages

















Self-Managed Servers




Complete server freedom




Manage your own custom environment with full root/administrator access. Choose your preferred Linux or Windows operating system and enjoy unlimited network traffic.





See available packages
























About us




We’re passionate about hosting.




Inspired by our brand promise ‘trusted in hosting’, we deliver a web hosting service that is reliable and secure, focusing on infrastructure stability, good value and consistent service delivery.




PS: it’s pronounced ex-knee-low.










Learn more about us



























Help Centre




A library of knowledge




Follow walkthrough guides and troubleshooting tips to help you get the most out of your website and hosting experience.




Visit Help Centre








Contact us




Let us help you, anytime




Our award-winning customer support team is here for you 24/7.




Get in touch





















	



	

	


						
						
							



Expert advice & more, straight to your inbox.




Subscribe to receive regular product updates, inspiring stories and practical business advice. Opt out anytime.
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Social Media
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	Cloudbric WAF
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	Legal Centre
	Acceptable Use
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xneelo (formerly Hetzner SA)
© Copyright xneelo (Pty) Ltd All rights Reserved 1999-2024.
All prices are VAT inclusive.




						

					

					
	
	
		
		




		
	

	
	
	


By using xneelo's website, you agree to our use of cookies. Learn more  Accept Cookie settings

Manage consent

  
    
      
      
      Close
      
        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            When you visit a website, it may store or retrieve information on your browser in the form of cookies. This information is used to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. The cookies categorised as essential are  necessary as they help to make a website usable by enabling basic functions of the website. Our website won’t function properly without these cookies.





We also make use of functional and marketing cookies to help us analyse and understand how you use this website as well as tailoring your interests while on the website. While the information collected doesn’t directly identify you, it can give you a more personalised web experience. Because we respect your right to privacy, you can choose not to allow these types of cookies. Click on the different category headings to find out more and change our default settings. Note that blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience and the services we are able to offer.


                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Essential                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Essential 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            These cookies are necessary in order for the website to function as you expect it to. Without these cookies your ability to use the website properly will be impacted.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-marketing	1 year	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Marketing".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie stores user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	debug	never	No description available.
	viewed_cookie_policy	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to store whether or not the user has consented to use cookies. It does not store any personal data.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            These cookies collect information about how you use our website, for example which pages you visit most or how you move around the site. The information collected helps us to continuously improve the user-friendliness and quality of our website and to optimise your user experience.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	lidc	1 day	LinkedIn sets the lidc cookie to facilitate data center selection.
	li_gc	5 months 27 days	Linkedin set this cookie for storing visitor's consent regarding using cookies for non-essential purposes.
	ln_or	1 day	Linkedin sets this cookie to registers statistical data on users' behaviour on the website for internal analytics.
	UserMatchHistory	1 month	LinkedIn sets this cookie for LinkedIn Ads ID syncing.
	_fw_crm_v	1 year	FreshChat uses this cookie to track visitor identity and chat sessions performed.
	_ga	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise unique visitors.
	_gat_UA-*	1 minute	Google Analytics sets this cookie for user behaviour tracking.n
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gid	1 day	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store information on how visitors use a website while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the collected data includes the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to detect a user's first pageview session, which is a True/False flag set by the cookie.
	_vwo_uuid_v2	1 year	This cookie is set by Visual Website Optimiser and calculates unique traffic on a website.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Marketing                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    marketing
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            The purpose of these cookies is to offer you content that is tailored to your interests. They are also used to limit the number of times an ad appears and to measure and control the effectiveness of campaigns. They register whether or not you have visited a website and what content has been used. This is based on a unique identification of your browser and your internet device.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AnalyticsSyncHistory	1 month	Linkedin set this cookie to store information about the time a sync took place with the lms_analytics cookie.
	bcookie	1 year	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognize browser IDs.
	bscookie	1 year	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store performed actions on the website.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites with Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	li_sugr	3 months	LinkedIn sets this cookie to collect user behaviour data to optimise the website and make advertisements on the website more relevant.
	uuid	3 months	MediaMath sets this cookie to avoid the same ads from being shown repeatedly and for relevant advertising.
	zukoVisitorId	1 year	No description available.
	zukoVisitorId-7f96a3b640b14eb8	1 year	Description is currently not available.
	_fbp	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising after visiting the website.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_hjFirstSeen	30 minutes	Hotjar sets this cookie to identify a new user’s first session. It stores the true/false value, indicating whether it was the first time Hotjar saw this user.
	_hjIncludedInSessionSample_1418369	2 minutes	Description is currently not available.
	_hjSessionUser_1418369	1 year	Description is currently not available.
	_hjSession_1418369	30 minutes	Description is currently not available.
	_vwo_ssm	1 year 1 month 4 days	This cookie is set by VWO to track visitor behavior.
	_zg1686212616839	session	Description is currently not available.
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